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Home Pages, Thank-You Pages & More! No HTML Required! Use this product to make web pages. Just

cut and paste your Microsoft Word text and bingo...You have a webpage! Instant Site Maker - "At last the

breakthrough software youve been waiting for - Instant Site Maker" Automatically build stunning profit

pulling web pages in an Instant. Stop creating your web pages the hard way! Quickly create stunning web

pages in less than 5 minutes. No coding involved, Instant Site Maker automatically creates your web

pages for you. No HTML coding! Just click 'Generate Code' and Instant Site Maker creates your sales

page, thank you page and even automatically creates your ClickBank instant download link. No software

to install - just download and run. (Requires Internet Explorer version 5.5 or higher) Forget about difficult

and tedious hand coding of your web pages . . . Instant Site Maker does it for you and without HTML

errors. Instant Site Maker lets you create your own custom web pages instantly. No need to learn HTML

or spend hours debugging code, just paste your sales copy straight from MS Word. With Instant Site

Maker you can instantly and easily add testimonials to your web page. Quickly and easily create the

ClickBank order links so customers can immediately order products from your site. Quickly and easily

create your ClickBank thank you page. Quickly create your product download link - so customers get their

products automatically as soon as their order is processed. Quickly and easily create web pages that are

fully optimised for high search engine ranking because Instant Site Maker is designed to automatically

include search engine friendly HTML code (meta tags) for your pages. Instant Site Maker does all this

and more.. When you order today, youll also receive the resell rights, along with the web page and

graphics so you can sell Instant Site Maker on your own site. Make just one sale, and you've paid for your

investment! MYSTERY SOLVED: How The Average Person Can Build Stunning Websites Without

Learning HTML Dave: I'm a full time Internet marketer who *specializes* in Internet marketing related

information and software products...I literally have *hundreds* of products in my inventory, and yours rank

right at the top in quality, practicality, and VALUE...It's clear you've definitely done your homework, as

each and every product you offer fills a specific and vital need to *serious* Internet marketers such as

myself... And the fact that you offer master resale rights and ready-made web-sites for individuals looking
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to not only *use* your products, but also *profit* by reselling them....well that's an inherent bonus that I'd

be *crazy* to pass up! Thanks for everything! Bryan Winters Date: From: Dave Orme It is shocking to me

that.... people, and I mean nice well-meaning folks, continue to spend huges sums of money on MS

Frontpage and Dreamweaver to build their websites. After all, these packages cost at least $159

(Dreamweaver is $359), contain massive amounts of drop down menus, checkboxes and very

complicated command structures. As importantly, I continue to be stunned that regular folk will spend the

hundreds of hours trying to learn these expensive programs and STILL ultimately not get the result they

want. Heck, there are 2 inch thick manuals sold at Barnes & Noble just to help you figure out how to build

a small website. Is that so necessary? Well, yes, until now that is! Hey Dave: You are brilliant! I was

skeptical when I reviewed Instant Site Maker. I mean, I am a professional Webmaster after all. The first

thing I noticed was the simplicity of your tool. Just plug in the info and walla, a gorgeous web page. I'll be

using this on my next mini-site project. Thanks for bringing Instant Site Maker to market. You've made my

life easier and probably for thousands of others! Jim Mandich, Storm Golf So let's set aside the money for

a moment. Have you ever looked at those programs? I mean, get under the hood? Well, I have, and let

me tell you, they are EXTREMELY complicated, even for a professional programmer like myself. Why do

people continue to spend the money and the massive TIME learning such a tool? Save The Time &

Money....Simply Use Instant Site Maker At the request of many family and friends, I created Instant Site

Maker to put a simple web site development tool in the hands of the average person. People told me they

were tired of trying to figure out the commands, menus and terminology of Frontpage and Dreamweaver

(and other similar tools). So I made Instant Site Maker EXTREMELY easy to use. web master resources

and web tools for webmasters with royalty free resale rights More than the money they spent, people told

me they were tired of the excessive time it took to learn how to do something as simple as changing a

page color. So I set out to make Instant Site Maker a tool that would allow you to create and maintain web

pages in less than an hour. This is a short list of what Instant Site Maker can do for you: * You don't have

to learn HTML - You can produce web pages fast and save huge amounts of time. * It's point and click

easy - If you can use a mouse, you can build stunning web pages quickly. Simply fill in the blanks, check

a few radio buttons and you're finished! * Supports Clickbank electronic commerce - Integrated hooks to

this popular ecommerce system allows you to start and grow your business or personal web site. Dave,

Your tool is excellent! Gerry Craig * Supports digital downloads - Instant Site Maker allows you to upload



and sell ebooks, audio files, infoproducts, special reports, software or any other type of digital file you

may wish to offer. * Full support for Search Engine Optimization Functions - Instant Site Maker supports

all key requirements to gain high search engine rankings, helping to drive lots of targeted visitors to your

site. * Integrated with Microsoft Word - If you can use Microsoft Word, you can use Instant Site Maker's

copy/paste functions to retain 100 of MS Word document formatting. This feature alone could save

dozens of hours in learning curves and formatting alone! * Supports Graphic Images - Give your web site

a professional look with masthead graphics, box cover art or logos (graphics creator not included). *

Create key ecommerce pages - Instant Site Maker creates your Sales page, Thank You page and

Download link page, saving hours of learning and frustration you would experience with Frontpage or

Dreamweaver. Those are but a handful of the features and benefits you'll receive with Instant Site Maker.

Instant Site Maker is the easiest piece of software available to create great looking and performing web

pages. There is no software to install. I've built integrated MS Word formatting features so you only need

to cut and paste to format your text. Oh, and don't worry if you don't have MS Word. I've created over a

dozen main formatting features that are included in the package for those who don't use Word. Hi Dave:

As usual, this is amazing software! Simple, clean and good... ......Great, keep up the good work. Alex

Rahman Instant Site Maker integrates all the latest data fields for you to create letter perfect Search

Engine Optimized pages so that you can drive tons of targeted traffic from Google, MSN, AOL and Alta

Vista. Not only that, included with your order is a landmark study which documents the key optimization

principles of Google, the world's largest search engine today. That ebook alone is worth hundreds of

dollars in special consultant fees that YOU will not pay. And yet you gain the significant insight into

maximizing your potential to gain high Google rankings. Can It Really Be This Easy??? Instant Site Maker

is "fill in the forms" easy via its single screen user interface. There are no complicated menus, commands

or terminology to have to learn. Instant Site Maker uses a very simple 5 step process: # Fill in your digital

download details # Fill in your search engine optimization details # Choose your images # Copy and

paste your body copy from MS Word (or type it directly into Instant Site Maker) # Copy and paste your

testimonials (if applicable) # Click a button, save the file and you are finished! Click Here To Order Today

I created Instant Site Maker to accomplish two things: # Help you get your web site built quickly. # Make it

affordable. With Instant Site Maker, you will get a simple but effective software package that will give you

time back to spend as you choose. AND it does this at an extremely affordable price point of only $13.95.



Aside from the awesome simplicity of Instant Site Maker and the extremely affordable price, for a limited

time I've decided to extend Resell Rights. I don't know how long I will be able to extend the Resell Rights

offer; it could be a day, a week or longer. I just know that I want to see this product get widespread

market acceptance!
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